
                    In an overview of about 60 years of drawing works remaining in my studio I see an extended continu-

um. There are works in charcoal, watercolor, pencil, gouache, crayon, paint, paint on lithographs, xerox trans-

ferred images covered in paint, but no collages, no singular images, only compositional �elds of many 

incidents. There is variety - many themes and pre-occupations edged to extremities and then in retreat to 

previously considered positions. The rhythms of change are circuitous in their tensions and gradually move 

between expressionist to classicizing polarities. There is nothing at all static.

 It seems to me in retrospect, that I feel an urgency towards a general vision of complexity and multi-

plicity as a stand-in correlative to “reality” or “truth”. It has been a constant throughout my visual expressions. 

Entirety - symbolically of a mind, a life, nature, technology, or of the world - constitutes human sensibility for 

me. I feel boredom in snapshots, ironies, serene simpli�cations, or creative graphic designs posing as the Art of 

Painting; though for me the cumulative history of painting is extremely engaging. I also �nd interest and 

intrigue in the abundance of in�ected and felt information in symphonic works or James Joyce’s conglomer-

ates. The sensibility of simultaneous events - in time and place - in reality and �ction, is very active for me.

 The Art of Painting and its evolving history is irrefutably signi�cant in what mankind has done for its 

self-representation. There is a mystical, all encompassing cultural importance to its existence, onward from the 

caves to the present. It cannot be diminished or replaced by photographs, objects, words, actions, ironies, or 

critical estimations. A passionate involvement can certainly follow, as this is a totally meaningful residual of 

humanity’s mental and emotional life. Since photo-mechanical and digital images �ood the visual world, it is 

important for painting to seek its deeper essence without a reliance on image making. The enormous di�er-

ences of what Rembrandt, Mondrian, Monet, Van Gogh, Vermeer say to us is through this meta-language and 

not through the faces or images. The pictorial is misleading as the content of a work of art which is unfortu-

nately often read as narrative illustration. The real content is achieved through a manipulation of visual means.

A Short Personal Treatise



                 Drawings and works on paper comprising this exhibit are often rehearsals - studies for making a larger 

painting on canvas. The large abstract painting that reappears throughout my creative life de�es the pictorial 

– (it is not a picture of anything.) It is also not about extraordinary size, but a large enough arena in which to 

articulate (with small brushes) some kind of universe of the mind. This arena must include an equivalent of 

massive visual information to conform with my worldly experience. Symbolically, “everything all-at-once” must 

be there for apprehension, consideration, and repositioning. The idea of abundance of factors (as in chaos) is 

to be digested and presented as form. I �nd it is ignorant and pretentious to focus one view or idea as repre-

sentative of understanding or of reality. Selection is about taste and hierarchical evaluation rather than the 

true whole of anything and I feel disdain for it.

 My drawing is often a preparation, before approaching a di�cult task, through which I seek to identify 

a certain presence. I place a piece of paper vertically or horizontally (a �rst choice) on my drawing table and 

begin with pencil making some marks according to a ghost of an idea in my mind. My work is relational and I 

make corresponding marks to what is already there. Since there is no image to depict or ground the work to, it 

is in the interaction of many elements that develops a construct as an image. Some drawings appear in an 

evolving series leading to an idea by degree until a focused sense of it all congeals. Others are preliminary to a 

painting idea already in mind. Drawing allows me to rummage and explore for feeling. For me, titles are given 

to orient the viewer to the speci�c content of the work. “Study for…”  implies there is a painting that this draw-

ing prepares for .

 The materials appear organically in relation to the sensation being sought. Pencil beginnings can lead 

to watercolor or acrylic. For myself, I do not celebrate drawing or printmaking as art forms but more as a means 

to a conjuring of a visual presence. However, some drawings delve into qualities of a medium, i.e. the density 

of charcoal, the tooth of paper and how it holds any application. The sense of skimming lightly with a pencil 

line, or staccato incisiveness, or bearing down deeply for saturation, can be compelling in itself. The sudden 

appearance of color is almost irresistible for me, as I see the projected works in color.

 For beginnings and curiosity’s sake, several of my student works, preceding artistic maturity, are here 

to show examples of underlying temperament and research: one surreal, Figures in Landscape (1957) the other 

expressionist, Picassoid Figures in Landscape (1958), and the abstracted, Surreal Scape (1959). 

 Inspirational moods vary from lyrical to dramatic but underneath there is an ever present ideal to make 

works as humanly and emotionally dense as the preludes and fugues of Bach’s “Well Tempered Clavier” or 

Michelangelo’s Sistine ceiling. Unattainable as that ideal may be, I still seek a parallel range in which my image 

bristles with structural, energetic, and expressive pulsations, with themes and variables. Here I can feel I’m at a 

threshold of fugue-like counterpoint. These ideas can be seen in works like Giza #2 Study (1974), Six Hundred – 

Eighty Four Pictures (2002) and Sighting Spring (2016).

 My �rst publicly shown paintings were large abstract compositions of many divisions (grid-like) to 

construct “picture within picture” ideas. They were somewhat romantic and baroque con�gurations of form 

essences gleaned from historic art. After coming to New York from 3 years in Paris, I proceeded to radically 

geometrize that particular vision. Having come from a classical music background, I was very interested in 



serial and electronic music and Modernism, and began to seek comparisons.  In a language cleaned by Mondri-

an, I sought even greater multiplicity and complexity. A small watercolor sketch, Study for Orange Diptych  

(1967), represents the existence of a group of large dynamic diptychs with intersecting oblique grids. Many of 

the recurring grided images, throughout my visually active life, relate to these works. In 1968 also begins an 

anomaly - the grouping of various size canvases as one work. The dynamics of oblique grids led to a large, 

optically warped, major canvas to which I attached a smaller one to aggressively oppose its movement and 

establish a sense of balance or equilibrium. See Study for Irregular Diptych – Warpage Equilibrium (1966). 

A number of irregular compositions with panel attachments appear in several periods, (1975) 

and a series of works made in 1988, 1989, 1990, and 1993. Harbor Fiction (1990) in the exhibit represents this 

idea.

 My growing need to visualize in a way comparable to the informational complexities of musical com-

position and a computerized world, led to requirements for greater amounts of visual data in each work. After 

a six month daily hand rendering one painting Untitled 1968, feeling more like a laborer than a thinker-painter, 

I began to use silkscreen on canvas. This enabled me to get down the thousands of marks as a base which I 

would then revise and re-appropriate with paint by hand. Using printing or stencil sprays became a tool I 

would sometimes  employ, see Cairo #1 Study (1974) and Study for (1975). This would also apply to over-

painted prints into a new image. I believe that cognizance is achieved by a density of considerations and that 

knowledge is seeing the interconnection of all things.

 There is one subgroup of works - drawings, prints, and paintings - which lasted for a 5 year period 

where recognizable images were thrown into an aggregate to deliver anti-war content. In the 1980’s there was 

a pervasive sense of the US or USSR pressing the nuclear button for utter devastation. Being politically much 

more involved than my art was, I began to force my abstract work to publically speak out in an anti-war angst. 

Changing the elements and rhythms to clash and aggress, I tried to depict the horrors of modern warfare. My 

painting depicted anxiety, but people were not convinced of its anti-war meaning. I added more discernible 

image references.  Having myself been in the center of the bombings of Europe as a 7 year old child, I knew well 

terror and destruction. I further radicalized the imagery and began a series called “Children of War”, to alert the 

parenting conscience to the indelible damage of PTSD that is to be lived for life. In the US the focused nurtur-

ing and sentimentalization of children, and when they reached 18 to send them to be killed in a stupid political 

if comparing the large Study on Embers - Children of War (1985) with the later work Study for Black Fugue (1988). 

Some other anti-war images in the exhibit, like the pencil drawings Typological Dynamics (1983), Middle East #2 

- Children of War (1983) and the seriographic print Flames - Children of War (1984) point to this topic.

 I don’t admire displays of virtuosic elegance of hand or brush. Neither am I convinced by fake subtle-

ties or serenities of the artist withholding, to achieve a supposed aesthetics of emptiness. I do not fear rework, 

overwork, or layering to establish depth of perception. I have even taken my own previously completed 
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lithograph prints, using the already dense visual material to develop new layers of information to them. The 

realities of the world are so complicated and intertwined so as to be unfathomable, and so a truthful statement 

to reference this would also follow. It encourages contrapuntal procedures for me, where original elements are 

absorbed into a new predicament. An abundance of factors to represent chaos can then be understood and 

willed into synthesis. A number of these works become so fully developed as to become paintings on paper. 

Whatever they may be categorically, they inescapably represent my artistic sensibility. 

 There are also drawings loosening the more programmatic, theoretical thinking into a somewhat 

organic freer expression (say a structural expressionism). This is a painterly mindset and is re�ected in the 

following works: Star Chart (1980), Fake Plans for Pompeii (1993), Study for Black Fugue (1988), Image Obliteration 

of a Ferris Wheel (1993), Inner Rooms - Rwanda/Bosnia  (1994), Study for Julliard Jazz (1995), Bi-Polar Knossos 

(1996), Microbic Games (2001), Jerusalem (2001), Study for World Cup (2006), Study for Bees and Vincent (2012), 

Scribble Spring (2014), On Messiaen’s Chronochromie (2014), Study for World A�airs (2014) and many others.

 There are stylistic changes between these individual works, but the voice is the same throughout, 

representing one mindset, one whole. It is a paraphrasing in constant reassessment, whether calm or agitated, 

to capture a vision and desire to what could be.
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